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Zainab is in kindergarten. Tariq is in first grade. They Zainab is in kindergarten. Tariq is in first grade. They 
both love Prophet Muhammad (peace and blessings be both love Prophet Muhammad (peace and blessings be 
upon him!) very much. They love to study the Hadiths. upon him!) very much. They love to study the Hadiths. 
The Hadiths are our Prophet’s wonderful sayings and The Hadiths are our Prophet’s wonderful sayings and 
teachings. teachings. 
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In their house they have a “Hadith Box.” Each In their house they have a “Hadith Box.” Each 
week their mother and father write down a Hadith week their mother and father write down a Hadith 
on piece of paper. Then they add the hadith to on piece of paper. Then they add the hadith to 
this box. At the end of the week Zainab and Tariq this box. At the end of the week Zainab and Tariq 

take out a piece of paper.take out a piece of paper.

First they say, “Sall Allahu alayhi wa sallam.” First they say, “Sall Allahu alayhi wa sallam.” 
This means “Peace and blessings be upon This means “Peace and blessings be upon 
him.” They say this to honor the beloved him.” They say this to honor the beloved 
Prophet Muhammad. Then they take a Prophet Muhammad. Then they take a 
hadith from the box. They do this in hadith from the box. They do this in 
front of their parents.front of their parents.

Zainab and Tariq ask their parents to explain the Hadith. Zainab and Tariq ask their parents to explain the Hadith. 
Then try to follow what the Hadith says. They want Then try to follow what the Hadith says. They want 
to be good Muslims. They want to be like Prophet to be good Muslims. They want to be like Prophet 
Muhammad (S).Muhammad (S).

Let's meet Zainab and Tariq! They are 

sister and brother.
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Zainab and Tariq were having breakfast Zainab and Tariq were having breakfast 
with their family. with their family. 

 asked Tariq. asked Tariq.

Before his dad could answer, Before his dad could answer, 
Zainab said, “Not before we read Zainab said, “Not before we read 
our Hadith. This week it’s my turn our Hadith. This week it’s my turn 
to take one from the box!”to take one from the box!”

“Okay, then we’ll go to the park “Okay, then we’ll go to the park 
after we learn the hadith,” after we learn the hadith,” 
answered Father.answered Father.

Zainab and Tariq were happy. Zainab and Tariq were happy. 
They shouted, They shouted, 

 “Dad, can we go to the park today?” “Dad, can we go to the park today?”

“Hooray!”
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Zainab and Tariq went to get the Hadith Box. Zainab and Tariq went to get the Hadith Box. 
It was in Tariq’s bedroom. They were happy. It was in Tariq’s bedroom. They were happy. 
“We are going to learn another of our Prophet’s “We are going to learn another of our Prophet’s 
beautiful sayings,” they said.beautiful sayings,” they said.

Just then they heard a sound coming from the Just then they heard a sound coming from the 
bedroom. Everyone was in the bedroom. Everyone was in the 
kitchen. Who could be there? kitchen. Who could be there? 

Zainab got scared. She hid behind Zainab got scared. She hid behind 
her brother right away. her brother right away. 

He slowly got closer and closer to He slowly got closer and closer to 
his bedroom door. He peeked his bedroom door. He peeked 

around the edge of the door.around the edge of the door.

“Don“Don’t be afraid, Zainab,”t be afraid, Zainab,” said  said 

Tariq. Tariq. “I“I’ll protect you.” ll protect you.” He really He really 

liked being his sister’s hero. liked being his sister’s hero. 
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